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Abstract – An international benchmark has been organized by EDF R&D during 2008−2010, gathering
11 partners. Its main objective is to quantify the confidence in numerical models. The built-up dynamical
system considered is a pump actually in service in power plants, considered in its work environment. Blind
eigenfrequency numerical values relative to the pump assembly fixed in concrete present a larger variability
than the 5% rough variability concerning the separate parts, essentially due to the modeling of the boundary
conditions and interfaces at macro level. For the nine first eigenmodes considered, experimental-numerical
correlation shows a frequency error less than 15% for the free sub-structures and nearly 30% for the
free five-component system. Though the first overall modes are correctly identified, the frequency error is
significantly larger for the clamped pump assembly, with however MAC coefficients higher than 0.9 for
two modes; but the frequency error can be reduced to less than 9% for the four first modes after updating
procedure. A lesson to draw is that measurement information is needed to improve the quality of theoretical
built-up structure. After this benchmark, a more ambitious research program will follow as a FUI project,
gathering the observation of numerical and experimental variabilities, updating model improvement and
numerical quantification of the total uncertainty.

Key words: Benchmark / built-up structure / modal analysis / numerical-experimental correlation /
numerical variability

1 Introduction

A main objective of industrial companies is to quan-
tify the confidence they have in numerical models used
either in design purpose or in expertise purpose. The sys-
tems of interest include proposed or existing systems that
operate at design conditions, at off-design conditions and
at failure-mode conditions that apply in accident scenar-
ios. In particular, the dynamical behaviour of engineered
systems that equipped power plants must be confidently
predicted. The numerical models built to do so in a de-
sign purpose must be able to represent the characteristics
of the structure itself, its coupling with its environment,
the usually unknown excitations and the corresponding
error sources and uncertainties; in an expertise purpose,
where measurements can be carried out on the existing
structure, the numerical models are generally generic and
must be able to reproduce the behaviour of the whole fam-
ily of nominally-identical structures: their accuracy can
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be improved using measurement results, so that they can
be used for instance to predict the effects of a structural
modification.

SICODYN 2008–2010 benchmark purpose is not, as
many benchmarks do [1–6], to verify, nor validate nor
calibrate a structure dynamic software, but clearly to
quantify, from an industrial point of view, that is in
the real conditions of an engineering study, the variabil-
ity of computational blind results, the discrepancy be-
tween numerical and measured results, and the improve-
ment of this discrepancy using measurement information.
However the general Verification and Validation (V&V)
comprehensive methodology based on benchmarks de-
scribed in references [1–6] can be kept in mind and
successfully applied within the purpose of the observa-
tion of the numerical variability: a step-by-step proce-
dure from the free-free sub-structure to the assembly with
complex boundary conditions is so here applied. Orga-
nized by EDF R&D and gathering 11 international part-
ners, SICODYN benchmark allowed the comparison of
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Nomenclature

CAD Computer-Aided Design

COV Coefficient of variation

E Mathematical expectation

EDF R&D Electricité de France Research & Development

f Function relating X input and Y output (Y = f(X))

f̂ = (f̂1, . . . , f̂8) Meta-model function of f

FREQ Eigenfrequency (Hz)

FUI Fonds Unifié Interministériel

kxi Horizontal stiffness of joint i in direction X (N.m−1)

kyi Horizontal stiffness of joint i in direction Y (N.m−1)

M Mean gap value

MAC Modal Assurance Criterion

NS Sample size

R Correlation coefficient

Si 1st order Sobol’s indice relative to Xi input

Std Standard deviation

VAR Variance

wi Weight

x̄ Mean value

xopt Optimal parameter value

X = (X1, . . . , X12) Vector of input parameters

XS =
{
X1,X2, . . . ,XNs

}
Input sample

Y = (Y1, . . . , Y8) Vector of output parameters

Y1, . . . , Y4 Eigenfrequencies relative to the four first modes (Hz)

Y5, . . . , Y8 Numerical/experimental MAC numbers relative to the four first modes

Ŷ = (Ŷ1, . . . , Ŷ8) Vector of meta-model output parameters

dynamical modal simulation results obtained by the part-
ners and the confrontation with experimental measure-
ments obtained by EDF R&D. The industrial point of
view is taken into account by the fact that (1) here input
benchmark data are not equally determined for all the
partners, in order to consider their inherent uncertainty
(data provided by EDF are but paper plans of the assem-
bled pump and its parts, and CAD models of the eight
main pump components); (2) the chosen demonstrator is
an industrial structure in use in EDF thermal units: it is
well-representative of modeling complexity and is charac-
terized by not well-known parameters (the fluid excitation
for instance); contrary to the methodology generally fol-
lowed within benchmarks, it is not a structure specifically
dedicated to the benchmark purpose as in the GARTEUR
benchmark study [7]; (3) reference experimental data have
been obtained in situ, as in benchmarks studies concerned
with modal characteristics of a historical masonry monu-
ment [8] or a foundation structure of a turbine generator
system [9]. This original benchmark approach, described
in a first paper [10], is well adapted to the questions an
industrial company must answer and critical decisions it
must take: what is the confidence level of the simulation-
based predictions provided by design offices? Are they
sufficiently robust to uncertainties to authorize the can-
cellation or the decrease of experimental tests which char-
acterize the dynamical behavior of the structure? What

experimental tests are minimally needed to improve the
numerical model and use it with confidence?

These questions are all the more pertinent since the
structures concerned are built-up structures, which are
joined assemblies of separate components. It is well known
that the complex behaviour of connecting elements plays
an important role in the overall dynamic characteristics,
such as natural frequencies, mode shapes, and non-linear
response characteristics to external excitations. As a con-
sequence, the quality of theoretical built-up structure
models lags far behind the quality achieved in conven-
tional structure components, due to the lack of appropri-
ate models of the interfaces and joints, easily usable in
case of real industrial degree of complexity: the bench-
mark results hereafter presented will comparatively give
quantitative orders of magnitude relative to the numerical
variability of such models.

The representation of such predictive numerical mod-
els can however be largely improved using experimental
information that is eigenfrequency and mode shape val-
ues. Input parameters such as material characteristics can
first be tuned to compensate for the components which
have not been modeled and to lessen the impact of not
well known values; joint equivalent stiffnesses at interfaces
or boundaries can then be adjusted so that the discrep-
ancy between predicted and measured modal results is
minimized.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1. (a) The one-stage booster pump and (b) its CAD model of the eight main component assembly.

Improvement of purely predictive models can also
be obtained using detailed representations of the bolted
joints, as proposed in literature [11–13], which take into
account contact and friction phenomenon: implementa-
tion of a reduced-order description of the micro-slip that
occurs at the interface between components is so de-
scribed in reference [13]. But time to elaborate the nu-
merical model and computational effort itself can grow
unacceptably large for our numerous degree-of-freedom
models of interest. So this way is not presently retained
as the purpose of the work presented.

In this paper, after a presentation of the reference
experimental data collected, the observed variability of
blind modal simulated predictions is underlined and the
numerical-experimental correlation performed: following
a hierarchical process which considers more complexity
in assembly and boundary condition, results concern sep-
arate free pump components, an intermediate free five-
component system and the pump assembly with frame
clamped in concrete. Two-step updating results are then
shown, relatively to the pump assembly model.

Quantitative results obtained in SICODYN bench-
mark lead the opportunity to build a more ambitious re-
search program whose objectives are the quantification
and the improvement of the credibility of numerical mod-
els in structure dynamics thanks numerical-experimental
correlation and estimation of uncertainties. Based on
the same industrial structure demonstrator but in com-
plex environment, attempt will be made to provide user-
friendly methods to a priori estimate the confidence level
of simulation-based predictions. The scientific organisa-
tion of this FUI project is presented.

2 Reference data

The chosen equipment is a pump used in EDF thermal
units (Fig. 1). It is a one-stage booster pump, composed
of a diffuser and a volute, with axial suction and vertical
delivery (body with volute called “snail”), mounted on a

metallic frame. It was designed forty years ago by Sulzer
Pumps. It is a bolted assembly of eight main components,
as it is shown in Figure 2.

Five experimental modal analysis campaigns have
been performed, increasing complexity in the structure
and on its environment. The configurations of interest
were the following:

• shaft & impeller system, bearing support and pump
casing in free-free conditions;

• shaft & bearing support & cooling flange & pump cas-
ing & bearing casing system in free - free conditions;

• assembled pump in free-free conditions;
• assembled non rotating non connected pump, fixed in

concrete;
• assembled non rotating pump connected to pipes, and

fixed in concrete.

For all tests performed, the sensitivity of force sensors and
accelerometers used are respectively 0.23 × 10−3 V.N−1

and 100 × 10−3 V.g−1.

2.1 Example of experimental results on a separate
component: the pump casing

Experimental modal results obtained on the free-free
pump casing are presented on Table 1. The free-free
boundary condition was obtained using a flexible sling.
The excitation was performed using the roving hammer
technique on two distinct points located on the center
belt and on the delivery part (cf. Tab. 1). 25 measure-
ment points instrumented with accelerometers in three
directions constitute the experimental mesh. The sam-
pling frequency is 4096 Hz. The ten first identified eigen-
frequencies are listed.

In order to quantify the experimental variability rel-
ative to different specimens of the same structure, a
comparison has been made between two measurements
on the pump casing carried out on two nominally iden-
tical structures. Figure 3 presents the frequency gap
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3-bearing support egnalf gnilooc-4gnisac gniraeb-2

8-frame 5-pump casing

7-elbow

6-Suction flange

Fig. 2. The CAD models of the eight main pump components.

Table 1. Pump casing experimental results.
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1208.2 

1244.7 

1288.5 

1324.9 

Pump casing hung by 
flexible sling 

Experimental mesh: 25 measurement 
points 

The ten first 
experimental 
eigenfrequencies (Hz) 

obtained: it is 3% at the maximum for the six first eigen-
modes. In addition, quantitative natural frequency vari-
ability on another structure (a brake component) can be
found in reference [14].

2.2 An intermediate five-component system

In order to validate the representation of the connec-
tions between pump components, an experimental modal
analysis of a five-component system has been performed.
A general view of the bolted system, the corresponding
experimental mesh and the ten first eigenfrequencies are
presented in Table 2.

Fig. 3. Free-free pump casing: experimental frequency gap
relative to nominally identical structures.
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Table 2. Five pump component system.
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Pump casing & shaft & bearing support 
& cooling flange & bearing casing system 

Experimental mesh (30 
measurement points) 
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(Hz) 

Table 3. Measured data on the pump assembly fixed in concrete.
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233 

252 

Experimental mesh: 55 
measurement points 

Frequency response The six first 
experimental 
eigenfrequencies 
(Hz) 

2.3 Clamped non connected pump assembly

The experimental mesh relative to the assembled
pump contains 55 measurements points (Tab. 3). The
pump was excited using an impact hammer in 3 distinct
points: a point located at the bearing casing, orthoradial
horizontal direction, a point at the bearing support in
vertical direction and a point on one of the poles which
supports the pump casing. An example of frequency re-
sponse is given in Table 3. Five mean operations have
been carried out for each frequency response. The sam-
pling frequency is 4096 Hz.

3 Comparative blind modal results

3.1 Observed numerical variability

3.1.1 Separate pump components

Table 4 shows the ten first eigenfrequency values rel-
ative to the eight free pump components obtained by the
partners.

In addition, Figure 4 shows the mean frequency gap
values roughly considered (i.e. with all sources of discrep-
ancies) relative to blind results obtained on the eight main
pump components. The M mean gap value is obtained
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Table 4. The ten first eigenfrequencies computed by the partners for the eight main pump components.
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using the relationship (1):

M =
1
n

n∑
i=1

|xi − x̄| (1)

where n denotes the number of results, xi and x̄ the mean
value defined by (2):

x̄ =
1
n

n∑
i=1

xi (2)

The comparison of numerical modal analyses of free-free
separate components shows discrepancy values that are
not so negligible if we consider the fact that there is no
boundary condition variability. The minimal discrepan-
cies on eigenfrequency values concern the elbow and the
suction flange. As expected, the variability associated to
eigenfrequency values can be in a large part related to the
variability associated with the material properties con-
sidered by the participants: the steel pump components
(shaft, pump casing, suction flange, elbow, frame) present
a mean gap around 5% (to be related with 2% variability
on Young’s modulus), whereas the cast iron components

(bearing support, bearing casing, cooling flange) show a
higher mean gap around 11% (to be related with 20%
variability on Young’s modulus). This high variability on
cast iron material property values corresponds to different
possible shade cast. If we consider the mean frequency gap
after elimination of material characteristic discrepancies,
it is, as expected, a bit lower when the material character-
istics values are the same (5.5% for rough results to 4.4%
with the same characteristics). Nevertheless, the bearing
support and the cooling flange are still the components
that present the higher frequency gap (10% maximum).

The variability is also related to the quality of the geo-
metrical support: simplifications of the geometry in order
to reduce the mesh size could have been performed. And
attention must be given in the mesh quality even if the
mesh convergence is achieved: for instance an insufficient
number of elements in the component depth could make
the structure too stiff than it should be.

The frame is the pump component with the lowest
eigenfrequencies, even if its lower part is in a concrete
slab: it will certainly be more influent on the dynamic be-
haviour of the assembled structure than the other compo-
nents. The bearing casing is, on the opposite, the stiffest
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Free pump components: global results
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Fig. 4. Mean frequency gap relative to the free-free pump components.

Fig. 5. Blind eigenfrequency simulation results relative to non
rotating pump assembly fixed in concrete.

component, for which an experimental modal analysis will
not be necessary.

3.1.2 Non rotating pump assembly fixed in concrete

The pump components have been assembled by the
partners generally using either kinematics relationships
or sticking the surfaces concerned. The boundary condi-
tion relative to the frame completely fixed in concrete has
been taken into account by clamping all or parts of the
nodes that belong to the frame. Rough results without
mode paring attempt are illustrated as a point cloud rel-
ative to eigenfrequency results in Figure 5: as expected,
one can observe a much greater variability than for sep-
arate pump components. A thorougher blind simulation
result comparison, using mode paring, is included in the
numerical-experimental correlation study in Section 3.2.3.

3.2 Numerical-experimental correlation

Numerical-experimental correlation has been per-
formed relative to separate pump components (in case
of available measurement data), to an intermediate five-
component system and to the pump assembly clamped in
concrete.

3.2.1 Separate pump components

A numerical-experimental correlation could be per-
formed on the shaft & impeller system, the bearing sup-
port and the pump casing. The numerical-experimental
correlation is illustrated in Figure 6, for each eigenmode,
by vertical lines representing the interval constituted by
the minimum and maximal numerical eigenfrequency val-
ues obtained by the participants and horizontal lines cor-
responding to experimental eigenfrequency values: the
crossing of a horizontal line with a vertical line means
that the experimental eigenfrequency is situated within
the numerical interval.

Concerning the shaft & impeller system, the numer-
ical modal results are not exactly blind because, due to
the fact that the impeller CAD model is not available,
equivalent mass and inertia values have been determined
using the experimental modal data. Comparing the inter-
val constituted by the minimum and maximal eigenfre-
quency values obtained by four participants to the mea-
sured corresponding values (Fig. 6a), we can notice that
every measured frequency is contained within the inter-
val. The prediction accuracy on eigenfrequency values is
less than 35% for the majority of considered modes; it is
rather not very good for the double flexural modes 5 and
6, but excellent on double flexural modes 1 and 2 and
torsional mode 7.

Concerning the bearing support, a first rough compar-
ison between numerical and experimental eigenfrequency
values suggests that the third experimental mode can-
not be identified. Figure 6b shows the blind compari-
son between the set of numerical modal results and the
experimental modal data relative to the ten first eigen-
modes, considering the shift due to this missing experi-
mental mode. Comparing the interval constituted by the
minimum and maximal eigenfrequency values obtained by
eight participants to the measured corresponding values
(Fig. 6), we can notice that every measured frequency is
contained within the interval. The prediction accuracy on
eigenfrequency values is less than 15% for the majority of
considered modes.
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Fig. 6. Numerical-experimental frequency correlation on free-free pump components.

For the pump casing, comparing the interval
constituted by the minimum and maximal eigenfrequency
values obtained by eight participants to the measured
corresponding values (Fig. 6c), we can notice that every
measured frequency is contained within the interval. The
prediction accuracy on eigenfrequency values is less than
15% for the majority of modes considered; the numerical
values are generally lower than experimental ones, that
corresponds to a less stiff behaviour of the sub-structure.
However, examining the MAC numbers on the first four
modes among the available results, the agreement be-
tween the mode shapes is not so clear [10]. The modes 1, 2
and 4 are differently correlated regarding the participant;
mode 3 shows the best agreement (0.6 < MAC < 0.7).

These results are very satisfactory for this type of cast-
ing, whose external dimensions are not precisely known
(typically the uncertainty on the casting shape between
the pump casing and the exhaust pipe). Concerning the
MAC values, the measurement error of the geometry,
which is complex, can be pointed out.

3.2.2 Four-component system

A numerical four-component system, composed of the
bearing casing, the bearing support, the cooling flange
and the pump casing, has been considered as an inter-
mediate assembly before the complete pump assembly, in
order to validate the representation of the connections.
A two-component assembly without the shaft component
would be a better built-up structure to do so, but ex-
perimental constraints did not permit to make such an
assembly available.

Fig. 7. Four pump component assembly: numerical CAD
model.

Figure 7 presents the assembly of CAD models: the
shaft is not represented, because the connection between
this component and the other ones is light (simply sup-
ported in non rotating configuration) and is not very influ-
ential in the modal behaviour of the assembly. The bolted
connections are simply taken into account using linear
relationships in order to stick two component faces with-
out representing the bolts. This rough representation can
be justified by the high number of bolts which connect
the pump components. The numerical-experimental cor-
relation has been performed between the numerical four-
component system and the experimental five-component
system (including the shaft).

The numerical-experimental correlation, illustrated on
Figure 8, shows a rather good diagonal on the MAC ma-
trix for the seven first modes (MAC values between 0.27
and 0.88) and a 30% maximum frequency gap on the nine
first modes. These satisfactory results, by suppressing the
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Table 5. Matching of blind first eigenmodes of the clamped pump assembly.

Experimental modes 

 
 77 Hz 134 Hz  162 Hz  
Numerical modes 

  
 

90 Hz 92 Hz 170 Hz 

 

 

 
 45 Hz  62 Hz 

  

109 Hz 111 Hz 146 Hz 208 Hz 

   

91 Hz 103 Hz 178 Hz 194 Hz 
 

picture not available 

  
 

71 Hz 88 Hz 132 Hz 146 Hz 

 

 

 

 

125 Hz 134 Hz  309 Hz 
flexion of the pump 
casing 

flexion along 
axial axis 

flexion along 
horizontal radial axis  

torsion around horizontal 
  horizontal radial axis

shaft, validate the sticked model of the bolted connections
when the bolts are numerous.

3.2.3 Non rotating pump assembly fixed in concrete

Attempt has been made to qualitatively correlate the
four first numerical and identified experimental eigen-
modes (Tab. 5). One can notice that a numerical mode
has been simulated by four partners among six, character-
ized by the flexion of the pump casing, which has no corre-
spondent among identified experimental modes. The over-
all flexion along axial axis and torsion around horizontal
radial axis has been numerically identified by all the part-
ners. The overall flexion along horizontal radial axis could

not be identified by two partners. Generally speaking, the
eigenfrequency values present a high variability.

3.3 Conclusion

The variability of blind modal simulated predictions
and the numerical-experimental correlation have been ob-
served following a hierarchical process with more and
more complexity in assembly and boundary condition:
free pump components, an intermediate free 5-component
system and the pump assembly with frame clamped in
concrete have been successively considered. The satis-
factory results obtained for the free pump components
and the free 5-component system, in comparison with the
large variability of eigenmodes observed for the clamped
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a) Numerical-experimental correlation on frequency values b) Numerical-experimental MAC matrix

Fig. 8. Numerical-experimental correlation on the 4-component system (9 first eigenmodes).

pump assembly, lead to focus our attention on the char-
acteristics of the pump assembly: determination of equiv-
alent material characteristics to take into account com-
ponents non represented in the model and connection
assumptions, and determination of stiffness joint values
when joints are not numerous.

4 Non rotating pump assembly model
updating

Two pump assembly models, with frame completely
clamped, are hereafter considered by one partner; they
are computed using Code Aster Finite Element code [15].

The first one represents the bolted joints by rigid re-
lationships and is used to update the material character-
istics. The second one represents part of the bolted joints
by discrete elements located on assembly interfaces be-
tween the frame and the three following components of
the built-up pump: it is used to optimize stiffness char-
acteristics of the discrete elements using a probabilistic
analysis. A two-step procedure is so applied to elaborate
the non rotating pump assembly model.

4.1 Material characteristics

A first attempt to update the pump assembly model
consists in the variation of the main sensitive parame-
ters: the material characteristics, that are the steel and
cast iron Young’s modulus and the density of the pump
components, have been chosen. The five steel components
are: pump casing, suction flange, elbow, frame and shaft
& impeller system. The three cast iron components are:
bearing casing, bearing support and cooling flange.

4.1.1 Young’s modulus

Considering that the numerical model is stiffer than it
should be, in comparison with its experimental measure-
ments, the Young’s modulus of the two materials have
to be reduced. This operation permits to take into ac-
count the nature (linear) of the meshes used and to make

the model more flexible due to model assumptions which
have been applied: sticking the jointed components, per-
fectly clamped boundary condition, choice of a cast iron
Young’s modulus mean value.

4.1.2 Density

The material density is a parameter of interest too,
in order to take into account the lack of representation of
some components (such as the internal components at the
pump casing and the bearing support locations, the bolts)
and the choice of non representation of the shaft due to
the difficulty to model the shaft-bearing connection. In-
creasing the component density leads to a reduction of
the pump assembly eigenfrequency values.

The reason why both the Young’s modulus and the
density are considered in the updating procedure, even
though one parameter of the two would be enough, is
justified by the objective of parameter values with physi-
cal meaning. Another way to reduce the pump assembly
eigenfrequency values authorising but a limited variation
of Young’s modulus and density parameters would consist
in getting the boundary condition more flexible consid-
ered stiffness springs instead of the clamped condition: the
corresponding results, not presented here, showed a gra-
dated numerical-experimental MAC correlation matrix.

4.1.3 Final parameter values after updating procedure

Hereafter are the parameter values, obtained manually
so that the numerical-experimental discrepancy on eigen-
frequencies is minimized and the MAC matrix optimized,
in comparison with the initial values (Tab. 6). It can be re-
marked that material densities so determined are outside
the usual range (from 7750 kg.m−3 to 8050 kg.m−3 for the
steel and from 6800 kg.m−3 to 7800 kg.m−3 for the cast
iron); this can be explained by the fact that those updated
parameter values represent equivalent material character-
istics which take into account missing pump components
(only eight main pump components are modelled) and
simplification of component geometries to reduce the fi-
nal model size.
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Table 6. Initial and updated material characteristic values.

Initial Updated
Material Steel Cast iron Steel Cast iron

characteristics
Value Variation Value Variation

Young’s modulus (Pa) 2.0 × 1011 0.96 × 1011 1.75 × 1011 −12.5% 1.0 × 1011 +4.2%

Density (kg.m−3) 7800 7200 9360 + 20.0% 8640 +20.0%

a) Numerical-experimental correlation on frequency values b) Numerical-experimental MAC matrix
(left: initial value; right: updated value)

Fig. 9. Numerical-experimental correlation of pump assembly after updating the material characteristics.

On Figure 9 is presented the result of the numerical-
experimental correlation after the updating procedure of
the pump assembly with frame completely clamped.

We observe a satisfactory correlation relatively to the
6 first eigenmodes. The MAC values vary from 0.55
(mode 2) to 0.93 (modes 1, 3 and 4); since the mate-
rial characteristics applied are not different from compo-
nent to component, the MAC matrix is not influenced by
the updating procedure. Attempt to vary the parameters
component by component leads to less satisfactory cor-
relation and so had not been retained. The discrepancy
between numerical and experimentally identified eigenfre-
quencies is obviously improved: it is now about 10% rela-
tively to the 6 first eigenmodes. One can nevertheless no-
tice that the two first numerical eigenfrequency values are
greater than the corresponding measured eigenfrequency
values: considering the global proximity of the eigenfre-
quency values, we can assume a local less satisfactory rep-
resentation model. Among the possible local phenomena
that can affect the modal behavior of the pump assembly,
we can incriminate the model of joint connection which
specifically contains a low number of bolts (for instance
the connection between the frame and the bearing sup-
port or the connection between the frame and the elbow)
and for which the rigid relationship representation is not
well adapted. A more precise model of these particular
connections, where the connection area would be a pa-
rameter to tune, could improve the two first modes and
control the rigidity of the whole pump assembly.

4.2 Stiffness joints

Here the bolted joints are represented by discrete el-
ements located on assembly interfaces between the frame

and the three following components of the built-up pump
(Fig. 10): pump casing (joints 1 and 2), elbow (joints 3
and 4), and bearing casing (joints 5 and 6). This corre-
sponds to two screws per pair of assembled components.
Thus the flexibility of the assembly connections is char-
acterized by the discrete stiffness given to the latter. In
the following probabilistic analysis, the stiffness of the
bolted joints are modeled as independent uniform random
variables defined on intervals [105; 109] N.m−1. Other as-
sembly interfaces of the pump (flange interfaces, . . .) are
modeled as fully constrained because they are constituted
of a large number of screws [16].

From the statistical analysis of model output on a
400 size sample, a meta-model is built in order to reduce
the computing time for the sensitivity analysis, useful for
the parameter prioritization. Then the model parameter
optimization process is performed on parameters which
are selected consequently to the sensitivity analysis.

4.2.1 Statistical analysis of model output

Let us consider (3) the model output Y =
(Y1, . . . , Y8):

Y = f(X1, X2, . . .X12) ∈ R8 (3)

where X = (X1, . . . X12) ∈ R12 is the vector of uncertain
input parameters (Xi, i = 1, . . . , 12 are the horizontal
stiffness (kx, ky) of the joints 1 to 6). The variables of
interest (model outputs) Yi, i = 1, . . . , 8 for our study are
eigenfrequencies FREQ and MAC numbers with respect
to the four experimental modeshapes.

Using a quasi Monte Carlo (MC) method and
more precisely Sobol’ sequences for design of numer-
ical experiments [17, 18], we obtain the input sample
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Fig. 10. Clamped zones of the frame and joint locations.

Table 7. Statistics of the four MAC numbers and respective
eigenfrequencies FREQ (sample size Ns = 400).

Mean Std COV R
MAC 1 0.936 0.002 0.00 0.58
FREQ 1 (Hz) 83.81 0.012 0.00
MAC 2 0.337 0.060 0.18 0.09
FREQ 2 (Hz) 141.23 2.537 0.02
MAC 3 0.679 0.065 0.10 0.33
FREQ 3 (Hz) 147.53 5.387 0.04
MAC 4 0.929 0.026 0.03 0.64
FREQ 4 (Hz) 192.87 2.291 0.01

XS =
{
X1,X2, . . . ,XNs

}
and the output sample YS ={

Y1,Y2, . . .YNs
}

where Ns is the sample size, here
Ns = 400.

Generally speaking, the second and the third modes
are very sensitive to the joint properties. The main re-
sults (mean, standard deviation, coefficient of variation
COV and correlation coefficient R between MAC num-
ber and eigenfrequency) are reported in Table 7. It can
be seen that MAC numbers are already (before optimiza-
tion) very high for the modes 1 and 4: they are greater
than 0.9; moreover their corresponding coefficients of vari-
ation are low, that indicates that the variation of the in-
terface stiffnesses have a poor influence on them. The cor-
relation coefficient between MAC and frequency values is
0.64 at the maximum for mode 4 and is particularly low
for mode 2 (0.09): this means that possible improvement
of the numerical-experimental frequency gap after opti-
mization will not systematically induce an improvement
of corresponding MAC values.

4.2.2 Construction of the meta-model

In order to be able to afford global sensitivity analysis
and parameter identification, we construct a surrogate or
meta-model f̂ using kriging method; this yields (4) for

each of the 8 outputs [19]:

Ŷi = f̂i(X1, X2, . . .X12), i = 1, . . . 8 (4)

The accuracy of the surrogate has been assessed by means
of cross-validation.

4.2.3 Sensitivity analysis

A preliminary global sensitivity analysis [16] using
variance decomposition is performed in order to gain use-
ful information for parameter priorisation [20–22]. The
first order indices are defined by (5) [21]:

Si =
Var(E(Y/Xi)

Var(Y )
(5)

The variables associated to the highest values of first or-
der indices are supposed to be the best candidates to
reduce variance of the model output. We have seen in
Section 4.2.1 that variability of first and fourth eigenfre-
quencies and mode shapes is negligible; in consequence,
sensitivity analysis results will be presented for the two
other modes only (modes 2 and 3).

It can be showed in Figure 11 that the most influential
model parameters are the stiffnesses of joints 5 and 6 in
x direction (kx5 and kx6). Second most important param-
eters are the stiffnesses of joints 3 and 4 in x-direction
(kx3 and kx4).

4.2.4 Model parameter optimization

The optimal parameter values are determined by min-
imizing least-squared errors with respect to the experi-
mental MAC values:

xopt = min
X

√√√√ 4∑
i=1

wi

(
1 − f̂MAC

i (X)
)2

(6)
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Table 8. Optimized stiffness joint parameters.

Joint number 3 4 5 6

Horizontal stiffness in x direction kx (N.m−1) 7.54 × 108 7.55 × 108 7.46 × 108 9.00 × 108

Table 9. Numerical-experimental correlation before and after stiffness parameter optimization.

Numerical initial Numerical after optimization Experimental
MAC and Frequency MAC and Frequency Frequency
frequency gap (%) frequency gap (%) values (Hz)

values values
Mode 1 MAC 1 0.94 0.94

FREQ 1 (Hz) 91 18.1 84 14.3 77
Mode 2 MAC 2 0.55 0.47

FREQ 2 (Hz) 103 −23.1 142 6.0 134
Mode 3 MAC 3 0.92 0.85

FREQ 3 (Hz) 178 9.9 152 −6.2 162
Mode 4 MAC 4 0.93 0.95

FREQ 4 (Hz) 194 −8.5 196 −2.8 212

Fig. 11. Parameter ranking (first order sensitivity indices) for
MAC 2 and MAC 3.

where f̂MAC
i are the (meta-) model outputs concerning

MAC values. Consequently to the sensivity analysis re-
sults, the chosen weights wi are 0.4 for eigenmodes 2 and
3, 0.2 for eigenmode 4, respectively. The MAC value of
the first eigenmode has been excluded from the optimiza-
tion procedure (w1 = 0) since it does not vary as a func-
tion of the considered interface stiffnesses. The chosen
weight for eigenmodes 2 and 3 is twice greater than the
one for eigenmode 4 because their corresponding coeffi-
cients of variation (0.18 and 0.10 respectively) are sig-
nificantly higher than the coefficient of variation 0.01 for
mode 4: a more efficient optimization can be so obtained
in acting predominantly on their values. The optimized
MAC values along with the respective eigenfrequencies
are given in Table 9. The corresponding parameter set is
given in Table 8.

It is observed that the properties of the bolted joints
modeled using discrete elements do not allow improving
the MAC numbers of the second and third mode: the

values are even so a bit lower than the initial ones. How-
ever the numerical-experimental frequency gap is largely
improved, so that the optimized numerical model so ob-
tained is quite satisfactory.

4.3 Updating conclusions

The two-step updating procedure, first involved
with material characteristics and second with stiffness
joints, leads to a numerical-experimental correlation
characterized by a 9% maximal frequency discrepancy
and a MAC number generally greater than 0.9 on the four
first eigenmodes. If we consider the experimental refer-
ence data used as perfect, improvement could certainly be
reached by studying a more precise representation of the
boundary condition, perhaps partially clamped instead of
completely clamped. Nevertheless one must keep in mind
the experimental variability and consider that the refer-
ence data here considered for numerical-experimental cor-
relation purpose are relative to one specimen of nominally
identical structures. Furthermore the quality of the con-
crete is varying with time, leading to a time variation of
the pump assembly eigenmodes, as a consequence of the
modification of the clamped boundary condition.

Approaching methods to represent and update bolted
joints, and estimate the joint behavior variability can be
found in the literature. In reference [23] is developed a
one-dimensional linear joint model which is capable of
representing the behavior of every joint of a large struc-
ture globally; an efficient updating algorithm is then pro-
posed for this model which could be easily extended to
very complex structures. The bolted joint behavior vari-
ability is estimated using the Lack of Knowledge theory
in reference [24].

5 The 2012-2015 FUI SICODYN project

The 2008-2010 SICODYN benchmark results, based
on an industrial structure and gathering both industrial
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Fig. 12. Frequency response of the pump assembly to a hammer excitation.

Fig. 13. Organization of the six parts of the SICODYN project.

companies and universities, brought the opportunity
to go on further and propose a more ambitious re-
search program. This program was accepted as a fi-
nanced FUI project, untitled SICODYN (pour des
SImulations crédibles via la COrrélation calculs-essais
et l’estimation d’incertitudes en DYNamique des struc-
tures). The demonstrator is still the booster pump, but
the boundary conditions are more complex, in order to
take into account the real industrial environment: in ad-
dition of the frame clamped in concrete, the pump is con-
nected to pipes. Figure 12 well illustrates the difficulty so
induced: the frequency response to a hammer excitation of
the pump permits an easy extraction of the eigenmodes in
case of the non connected pump; on the opposite, when
the pump is connected, the determination of the peaks
objectively presents more difficulty.

The idea underlying the project is to give easy tools,
based on tested methodologies, to a priori estimate the
confidence associated to a dynamical simulation-based
prediction [25–29]. The general organisation of the six
parts of the project is described in Figure 13. In Part 1,
an inventory of the benchmarks in structure dynamics
and a review of methods which estimate the total uncer-
tainty (model parameter uncertainty plus model form un-
certainty) will be made. Two benchmarks (Parts 2 and 3)
will permit to observe the total numerical variability, as
in the previous SICODYN benchmark, and the exper-
imental variability, related to nominally-identical struc-
tures [30], or different operators. Part 4 will be devoted to
test-analysis correlation, using notably a collection of nu-
merical results and a collection of experimental measure-
ments [31]. In Part 5, both parametric and non parametric
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methods will be confronted in order to quantify the uncer-
tainties, either in a deterministic (method of intervals. . .)
or probabilistic context [32–37].

In Part 6, the observed (via the benchmark) and simu-
lated (in Part 5) numerical variabilities will be compared.
The most appropriate methods, from an industrial point
of view, will be retained and possibly derived in simple
security coefficients and margins applied in classes of dy-
namical problems to determine.

6 Conclusion

A main objective of the work here presented is to
quantify the confidence in numerical models used either in
design purpose or in expertise purpose and finally to en-
sure robust predictions, that is with a difference between
prediction and actual response which is within an accept-
able range including all uncertainties. In order to measure
the effective variability on structural dynamics compu-
tations we can observe among different operators and in
comparison with reference experimentally measured data,
an international benchmark is organized, based on an
industrial demonstrator well-representative of modeling
complexity and with not well-known parameters. That
built-up dynamical system is a pump actually in service
in power plants, considered in its work environment.

The blind modal variability is studied following a hier-
archical process which considers more and more complex-
ity in assembly and boundary condition of the separate
pump components. The separate free-free pump compo-
nents show a 12% maximal variability on eigenfrequency
values, which authorises the use of the characterisation
of their dynamical behaviour; on the contrary, the ob-
served variability of blind results on the clamped pump
assembly is so larger that it can be considered that the
modal characterisation of the structure is not confident.
This is essentially due to possible simplifying process in
order to reduce the model final size, assembling proce-
dure at a macro level, applying kinematics relationships
or considering fully restrained connections and modelling
boundary conditions.

Concerning the numerical-experimental correlation, it
can be said that, generally speaking, the more the sub-
structures, the more the numerical-experimental discrep-
ancy increases. Experimental-numerical correlation had
been performed for three separate pump components, a
five-component system and the clamped pump assembly:
for the nine first modes considered, if the frequency er-
ror is less than 15% for the free sub-structures, it reaches
30% for the free 5-component system and, though the
first overall modes are correctly identified, can be signif-
icantly larger for the clamped pump assembly. On the
contrary, the numerical-experimental MAC numbers are
not lower for the pump assembly; they can be higher than
0.9 for two modes. A two-step updating procedure of the
clamped pump assembly permits to improve the model
representation so that the eigenfrequency discrepancy is
less than 9% for the four first modes.

A lesson to draw is that the quality of theoretical built-
up structure models lags far behind the quality achieved
in conventional structure components, due to the lack of
appropriate models of the interfaces and joints, easily us-
able in case of real industrial degree of complexity; never-
theless, their representation can be largely improved using
experimental information. Furthermore it must be kept
in mind that the variability concept must be enlarged in
view of the use of numerical models for a whole family of
nominally-identical structures and considering numerical
and experimental uncertainties.

After this benchmark, a more ambitious research pro-
gram will follow as a FUI project. The idea underlying
the project is to give easy tools, based on tested method-
ologies, to a priori estimate the confidence associated to a
dynamical simulation-based prediction. It is based on sev-
eral parts concerned with a numerical benchmark of the
same pump assembly in more complex environmental con-
ditions, an experimental benchmark on this same struc-
ture in order to quantify the measurement uncertainty,
the improvement of the numerical-experimental correla-
tion, a comparative quantification of the total uncertainty
(parameter and model uncertainties) using probabilistic
and non probabilistic methods, and the elaboration of
user-friendly methods to a priori determine the confidence
of a given type of a structure dynamics simulation. The
challenge of this comprehensive approach is testing the
capability of methods to predict uncertainties to repro-
duce the variability observed within the benchmark.
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Appendix 1: participating groups

The 11 partners currently involved in 2008-2010
SICODYN benchmark are:

• Institut FEMTO-ST UMR CNRS 6174: E. Foltête, M.
Ouisse.

• LAMCOS UMR CNRS 5259 INSA Lyon: S. Baguet, R.
Dufour, C. Duran.

• VIBRATEC: C. Clerc, A. Coulon, C. Devemy.
• CETIM: Y. Goth, J. Peigney.
• PHIMECA Engineering: E. Noret, T. Yalamas.
• SAMTECH: P. Pasquet.
• (SULZER Pompes France)1: R. Petit, P. Courcot.
• EDF R&D: S. Audebert, C. Bodel, P. Cadou, A.

Mikchevitch, I. Lakhssassi.
• Delft University of Technology (TU Delft, the Nether-

lands): D. Rixen, E. Hooijkamp.

1 SULZER Pompes France is not involved in performing
simulations, but in facilitating any work in relation with the
structure itself (pump characterisation, experimental aspects,
informations needed to simulate its dynamical behaviour)
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• MSO Industrial (Colombia): N. Rueda.
• CAEnable (USA): K. Sivagnanam.

The 13 partners currently involved in 2012-2015
SICODYN project are:

• ASTRIUM Space Transportation: B. Troclet, D . Clerc,
S. Muller, H. Baumont.

• CETIM: Y. Goth.
• EDF R&D: S. Audebert, A. Mikchevitch.
• LMT ENS Cachan: F. Louf, L. Champaney, O. Dorival,

S. Daouk.
• Institut FEMTO-ST UMR CNRS 6174: M. Ouisse, S.

Cogan, E. Foltête , J.L. Raynaud, T. Weisser.
• LAMCOS UMR CNRS 5259 INSA Lyon: B. Faver-

jon, G. Jacquet-Richardet, M.A. Randrianoely, M.A.
Douville.

• MSME UMR-CNRS 8208: A. Batou, C. Soize.
• NECS Numerical Engineering and Consulting Service:

S. Ghavamian, L. Dall’Ollio.
• PHIMECA Engineering: T. Yalamas, K. Macocco, P.

Willaume.
• LMS-SAMTECH: P. Barabinot, C. Kaici.
• SOPEMEA: T. Becher, Y. Courtay, P. Birr.
• SULZER Pompes France: F. Muzard, R. Petit.
• VIBRATEC: C. Clerc, A. Coulon.
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